Boughton and Dunkirk Neighbourhood Plan
Background Document BD11 - Open Spaces and Community Wellbeing
The area encompassed by the Neighbourhood Plan comprises a wide range of differing land use,
structures and open spaces. One of the pleasures of our community is the presence of green spaces
in the midst of housing and on the edges of the built environment. This is added to by the deliberate
placing of some houses to the rear of their sites, leaving long front gardens or green areas adjacent to
the roads. This was a policy adopted many years ago that has left us with a definite rural feel to the
small estates built over fifty years ago. Green spaces are easily overlooked or taken for granted; only
when they disappear do many people notice they are missing.
Coming into Boughton from Brenley Corner (the western approach from Faversham) there is a rather
messy piece of land to the right screening the bypass and then a weighbridge but as you turn into The
Street there is a sweep of grassland in front of Boughton House and a grassy bank to the left that
drops onto the original bit of the A2 road that entered the village.

Land on approach from Brenley Corner and land beside the road in front of Boughton House
Historically Boughton developed in a linear way along the length of The Street, which was also the
main London to Dover A2 road until the mid-1970s, from Stocker’s Hill up to Bounds Lane. The road
went onward to Canterbury, but development along to the bottom of Boughton Hill was relatively
sparse. Even into the early 1960s there were orchards adjacent to the A2 in the heart of the village.
Many houses had orchard or market gardens behind them and the growing of fruit and vegetables
was carried out within a stone's throw of the A2.
One of the major features of the central part of The Street are the grass banks bordering the road
where it was put into a cutting to reduce the gradient. This was probably done in the late 17th
century. The railings above on the north side were originally wooden picket fences, painted white in
Victorian times. These were replaced by rather more utilitarian concrete posts and steel tubular
railings in the 1950s. As it is within the Conservation Area, the banks are preserved for future
generations to enjoy. Over the years they have been planted with different flowers and now their
early display of daffodils is followed later by a mass of red poppies, particularly between the old
telephone box and the war memorial.
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The Street (north side) includes the War Memorial and Junction with Colonel’s Lane (south side).

The Street with banks, often covered in flowers, and numerous trees enhance the street scene.
Dunkirk, at the top of Boughton Hill was even less intensely developed with housing adjacent to the
A2. What newer houses there were lay back from the road, only the Victorian or older properties
were adjacent to the roadway.
Once past Courtenay Road, the A2 went through ancient deciduous woodland, some of which was
regularly coppiced. The houses built in Courtenay Road (west side) all back onto open fields or the
open spaces of the former RAF radar site (now a Scheduled Ancient Monument). Those on the east
side have views of Bossenden Wood, part of Blean Wood, an SSSI, an RSPB reserve and part of the
oldest ancient woodland in the UK, rich is birdlife and home to many species on the red list. All of the
eastern edge of Dunkirk is designated protected for Turtledoves by DEFRA.
Approaching Dunkirk from the bypass is an attractive sweep of grass and trees from the bridge round
to the bus stop in Canterbury Road. Behind this lies a ditch that is important in draining the area.
On the right-hand side of the junction is another semicircle of grass that has a number of rarer
flowers growing in the summer months.

Land with rare orchids, new traffic island - now a green space, and land (view towards A2 slip road).
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Dunkirk Churchyard is another site where there are a wide variety of grasses, lichens, sedges and
flowers at various times of the year. It is also a pleasant place to wander around although it is well
known to be boggy in places. Although it is on the top of the hill, the clay soil is excellent at holding
the water and staying squelchy or wet, even in summer.

Dunkirk Churchyard highly commended - Bronze award 2016 from Kent Wildlife Trust.
The heavy clay soil is also found on the Recreation Ground along Courtenay Road, opposite Maytree
Nursery. Approached by a pedestrian track, it is behind the houses and is owned by Dunkirk Parish
Council. It features a hard surface basketball court with stanchions and nets but is otherwise left to
mown grass.
It is part of the much larger Radar Station site, now designated as a Scheduled Ancient Monument,
which is the beginning of a vast swathe of grassland and woods that extends northwards across to
Blean and east to Rough Common above Canterbury.

Dunkirk Parish Council basketball court and play area.
There had been some limited building through the late 1930s in Colonel’s Lane and the beginning of
The Ridgeway. Both of these developments incorporated green spaces. The Urban District Council
built the properties in Colonel’s Lane (originally known as Wilson’s Grove) and set the houses back
from the lane on higher ground above the roadway. They also had large gardens at the rear, bounded
to the north by a public footpath. The other side of this footpath then became the southern
boundary of the final stages of the housing built in The Ridgeway in the 1960s.

Junction with Field End Place Colonel’s Lane (mentioned above) Corner opposite Chestnut Court
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The Ridgeway
In parallel with Colonel’s Lane was the construction of houses at Poplar View in the late 1930s. This
was on land that later had an air raid shelter built on it and the large green space in front of the
houses became the village football ground. The shelter still exists and was used up until ten years ago
as the changing rooms for footballers every Saturday and Sunday morning. The goal posts remain,
quietly rusting, but the large green area is well used by children and adults for recreation. The
footbridge over the bypass is now the only easy pedestrian access from The Street which in some
ways makes it an even more peaceful space in the community. It has been a happy home to many
moles for at least twenty-five years, one of the reasons that it was finally abandoned for local league
football.

Houses in Poplar View, facing the sports field.
There was a similar development at the western end of Boughton in the mid-1950s when The
Charltons was placed on the end of the ridge parallel to The Street as it dipped down towards the
reservoir. This complex of some forty houses (half of which were prefabs) also incorporated a large
green space and some of the properties had very large gardens. The area was further developed with
fewer proper brick houses and a low-rise block of one or two-bedroom flats for older residents. This
was again agricultural land but of variable quality with poor drainage in some parts. It extended the
Boughton built up residential area to the north and that has hardly changed since that time.
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The Charltons
Redundant oast houses further along Bull Lane have been converted to residential use in the last
twenty years but that is all.
In Dunkirk there was a similar build of council houses on the east of Courtenay Rd during the 1930s.
These overlooked a large open field which had been adopted by the RAF in 1935 for a trial installation
of one radar transmitter mast. By 1936 this had a receiver mast added; within two years it covered 26
acres and featured a row of four 350ft steel transmitting masts and a rectangular array of four 240ft
wooden receiving masts. This was accompanied by the usual military mix of buildings scattered all
over the place, some of which were below ground (and probably very damp).

Courtenay Road, remaining WWII radar mast and converted Bofors Tower
There were then two major building projects that virtually doubled the size of our community. The
major development of residential houses in the late 1960s and 1970s in Boughton and the lower part
of Dunkirk took away much of the agricultural land within the boundaries set by some of the existing
local roads.
The new vicarage and the building of Arthur Kennedy Close removed the last orchard that directly
bounded the A2 in Boughton Street. Only a part of the orchard at the junction with Staplestreet Road
at the bottom of Boughton Hill is the last remnant of that piece of our history. To the south of the A2
a major development on what was mainly a market garden, resulted in the construction of some 190
new houses in Colonel’s Lane, Horselees Road, Burnt Oast Road, St Paul’s Road, St Peter’s Road, and
Highview Close. This took some 10 years from the mid-1960s. Another part of this programme was
Leach House, complementing the one or two-bedroom flats in The Charltons.
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Large parts of the estates were taken over by Swale Rural District Council as council houses just
before it became Swale Borough Council. This build gave far more emphasis on houses on smaller
plots and less green space for play areas. However, one significant space was left behind houses on
the steeper part of Horselees Road. This area of grass to the north of Horselees Road is enclosed on
three sides, away from traffic and is one of those spaces that is known to the few and greatly
enjoyed. It is well-equipped with playground equipment and cared for by Optivo Housing Association.
Another semicircular piece of land on the corner of Burnt Oast Road and St Paul’s Road features two
lovely mature trees; further up the gradient in St Paul’s Road is another sloping piece of grassland
that is enjoyed by residents.

Playground on land between Horselees Road and St Paul’s Road

Green space in St Paul’s Road

Corner of St Paul’s Rd, taken from Burnt Oast Road

Almost simultaneously land to the north of the A2 at the bottom of Boughton Hill was developed.
There were already a few Victorian or Edwardian houses in Stoney Rd leading up to the A2 but the
building of Berkley Close and Fernleigh Close added over 60 new homes. The land developed was a
mixture of woods and orchard but had drainage problems. Once more the building programme was
based on getting the then maximum number of houses onto the site, so the gardens are often quite
small although the houses are quite spacious.
It should be noted that a number of these properties have suffered subsidence, and a number have
been completely rebuilt.
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Bungalows were built on the south side of Dawes Road up to Stoney Road, and houses were also built
just beyond that. The north side of Dawes Road beyond Stoney Road already had two substantial
cottages, one of which was associated with the old pottery that flourished from 1850 until 1957.

Corner of Stoney Road and Dawes Road

From Stoney Road descending to Berkeley Close

The next major piece of green space came with the building of Boughton Village Hall. This was built
on land that was originally a large orchard and the hall itself only occupied a small part of the land
that was purchased by Boughton Parish Council.
This was a large sloping area bounded to the east by the footpath linking Boughton to Staplestreet
and to the west by The Charltons and a line to the east of Bull Lane. A large amount of soil and clay
was removed to level the site and at the same time a pond in the north east corner was filled in. The
result was a continual battle with wet ground and flooding that persisted until a few years ago when
an expensive drainage scheme was installed. At first there were two football pitches there and a
children's play area was developed to the west of the Village Hall. This has just been removed, almost
thirty-five years later, after the new play park was completed in 2015.
Meanwhile Bull Lane recreation ground has seen many changes. For some years it was home to
Boughton Cricket Club, and the football pitches have moved a few times; currently there is only one
full size pitch laid out, a sad reflection on the dwindling number of teams nowadays.
However, in recent years thanks to an enthusiastic team of volunteers, the whole football pitch area
of the recreation ground now has modern underground drainage, there has been the installation of a
‘zip wire’ and proper adventure playground, new modern swings, a roundabout and an enclosed
toddler play area, all of which has revitalised the community area.
A lumpy-bumpy cycle track for the youngsters has added to the attraction. The current recreation
ground is something to be proud of and it is well used by all ages.
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Views of the Recreation Ground beside Boughton Village Hall
If you have a favourite bit of open green space that we have missed, please let us know.
The development in Weatherall Close took up about two-thirds of the old orchard and the remaining
third, now enclosed by hedges, is jointly owned by the residents and is an amenity for them.
There are other pieces of private land that surround our houses and still give us a real rural feel.
However, it is a haven for wildlife, as is so much of the green space and woodland that we have all
around us.
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Conserving our green space for future generations is something we must all consider and help with.
This will ensure we leave our parishes in a healthier, greener condition.
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In addition to our public green spaces, there are many miles of signposted public footpaths
throughout the NP area, which connect the villages to the surrounding countryside. Six “Walks for
Heritage and Health,” which are shown on the map in Appendix 1, have been published. The map
sets out suggested short walks (1.9 – 2.6 km) and longer walks (3.9 – 7.5 km) which are shown in
purple within the parish boundaries shown in blue. These walks are designed to help residents and
visitors appreciate the woodlands, agricultural heritage, vistas over the Swale and the historic sites of
our area.
Appendix 1, BD11
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